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Abstract: In this article an arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation for modelling cavitation
in elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) is derived and applied to line contact geometry. The method
is developed in order to locate the position of cavitation onset along the length of the contacting region
which gives the transition from liquid to vapour in the fluid. The ALE is implemented by introducing
a spatial frame of reference in which the solution is required and a material frame of reference in which
the governing equations are solved. The spatial frame is moved from the material frame according
to the error in the Neumann pressure gradient constraint required at the cavitation location when
Dirichlet constraints are imposed for pressure in the liquid phase. Results are calculated under both
steady-state and transient operating conditions using a multigrid solver. The solutions obtained are
compared to established literature and conventional approaches to modelling cavitation which show
that the ALE formulation is an alternative, straightforward and accurate means of implementing such
conditions in EHL. This is achieved without the penalties associated with the numerical modelling of
Heaviside functions or free boundaries.

Keywords: cavitation; elastohydrodynamic lubrication; numerical simulation; finite element
method/analysis

1. Introduction

Elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) considers two bodies rotating under load in fully-flooded
conditions in which pressure generated in the lubricant subsequently causes deformation of the
bounding surfaces, this interaction is fully-coupled to reach a load-carrying capacity for the contact [1].
The solution to the EHL problem is well-established whereby the fluid flow and solid deformation
are accurately described by the Reynolds equation and Hertzian contact mechanics respectively.
The lubricant also exhibits compressibility and piezoviscosity, which contributes to the pressure
generated in the contact [2]. However because the lubricant (as a liquid) cannot hold a large tensile
stress, when the pressure is low the fluid film will rupture and air trapped in the lubricant will
vapourise, forming bubbles [3]. This phenomena is known as hydrodynamic cavitation and has
a significant impact on the lubrication. In regions of the contact where fluid is vapourised, pressure can
be considered constant and takes a value known as the saturated vapour pressure (or cavitation
pressure). The saturated vapour pressure is similar in magnitude to ambient pressure but very
small when compared to the contact pressure. Authors have sought solutions to the problem of
cavitation by representing experientially observed fluid flow behaviour in the Reynolds equation,
the most significant development of these is the Jakobsson–Floberg–Olsson (JFO) cavitation boundary
conditions [4–6]. These conditions describe that hydrodynamic cavitation occurs in the outlet region
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of a lubricated contact and that for the fluid flow to remain mass conservative both the pressure and
pressure gradient must be equal to zero.

The works of Ertel [7] and Grubin [8] were significant in providing the first EHL solutions giving
the correct magnitudes of pressure and film thickness. These calculations used an inverse method in
which the domain was split in two, the inlet (low pressure) region was solved using a forward iterative
scheme and for the outlet (high pressure) region a film shape was assumed from which the pressure
distribution was determined. The algorithm continued until convergence in pressure at the crossover
point was observed. Due to the way in which the pressure distribution was calculated, cavitation
was satisfied automatically by the algorithm. Dowson and Higginson [9] later established solutions
to the full EHL problem using a forward iterative method. In this approach the fluid flow equations
were solved for pressure using a Gauss–Seidel numerical scheme in which cavitation was treated by
specifying pressure to zero whenever a negative value was intermediately observed in the solution
procedure. Cavitation onset and the solution to the JFO conditions were therefore treated as a free
boundary problem.

The forward iterative method of Dowson and Higginson [9] made accurate predictions but took
a very long time to compute and performed ineffectively at high loads. It was for this reason that
multilevel methods for EHL were developed, the works of Venner [10] and Venner and Lubrecht [11] on
the subject outline in detail this numerical procedure. Using these techniques and the same treatment
for cavitation as implemented by the forward iterative method the authors were able to solve EHL
contact problems over a wide range of operating conditions and material properties. More recently
Habchi et al. [12] developed a fully-coupled method for EHL from which very high pressures can
be achieved. In this approach elastic deformation was considered by replacing the Hertzian contact
approach with a three-dimensional body calculation, with the fluid phase and cavitation modelled
using the same approach as employed by multilevel methods. Wu [13] also developed a method for
modelling cavitation in EHL, which employed a penalty formulation as part of the numerical algorithm.

In the calculation of EHL problems described thus far, cavitation was modelled as part of the
solution procedure in which pressure was forced to be positive and the JFO conditions were sought
after in the resulting distributions. This adds to the complex non-linear nature of the problem and
causes numerical difficulties when solving the governing equations due to the additional constraints
brought by cavitation. The JFO conditions were implemented in a different way by Elrod [14],
who derived a universal mass-conserving equation for the liquid and vapour pressure and the
subsequent finite element (FE) scheme. Vijayaraghavan and Keith [15] generalised these results and
both are frequently used to study the effects of cavitation in a range of applications. Elrod’s approach
assumed an incompressible fluid and no solid deformation, with the bulk modulus of the lubricant
used to couple density in the liquid and vapour phases [14]. Bayada et al. [16–18] developed the
method for including elastohydrodynamic effects and the influence of homogenised surface roughness,
and subsequently Sahlin et al. [19] generalised the method for arbitrary pressure–density relationships.

Recently progress has also been made in the mathematical modelling of cavitation in hydrodynamic
lubrication by Giacopini et al. [20], who reformulated the model of Bayada et al. [16,17] into one
which can be solved as a linear complementary problem using well-established numerical methods.
The idea of complementarity was extended by Bertocci et al. [21] who formulated a nonlinear
complementary problem and by Fan and Behdinan [22] to investigate squeeze film damper problems.
Almqvist et al. [23] used a different approach in which the pressure–density relationship is not
substituted into the Reynolds equation but instead derived by investigating the conservation of
mass in both the liquid and vapour phases before considering complementarity. The work of
Almqvist et al. [23] covers compressible fluids and was extended by Almqvist and Wall [24] for
generalised pressure–density and pressure–viscosity relationships.

Calculations made using algorithms based on Elrod [14] are commonplace and depend greatly on
the magnitude of the liquid bulk modulus, in which round-off errors can readily be generated owing to
the stiffness of the governing equations. It is often practical to implement a lower-than-representative
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value in order to improve numerical convergence. Yang and Keith [25] discuss this practicality in
application to deriving a cavitation algorithm for piston ring lubrication including generalised liquid
compressibility. Authors are actively researching with the aim of improving the effectiveness of the
Elrod model in particular applications. Miraskari et al. [26] modified the model for robust predictions
of cavitation in journal bearings, Rothwell et al. [27] changed the approach for the thermal analysis of
highly loaded journal bearings, Garcia et al. [28] developed the method for modelling piezoviscosity
in hydrodynamic lubrication and Woloszynski et al. [29] adapted the solution algorithm for fast
computations. The Elrod approach is attractive because of the simplicity and accuracy of the method
for modelling cavitation related phenomena and it is for this reason that work remains of interest in
the study of lubrication. However the problems associated with modelling discontinuous Heaviside
functions underpinning the approach remain and authors have sought different solutions.

Cavitation is a two-phase flow phenomenon and as such authors have derived models based on
a volumetric or void fraction. This is conventionally defined by the ratio of phase densities in a given
volume and is subsequently used to establish fluid flow transport equations. Kumar and Booker [30]
derived a solution for two-phase flow in journal bearings which modifies the Elrod model [14] and
is a widely cited cavitation algorithm. Grando et al. [31] developed a two-phase model for journal
bearings by considering the interaction between liquid and gas properties and phase dissolution.
Bayada and Chupin [32], Bruyere et al. [33], and van Odyck and Venner [34] have all developed models
investigating two-phase flows in lubricated contacts. These approaches avoid the problems associated
with modelling discontinuous functions or free boundaries. However they require fine grid sizes and
significant progress is needed to capture the transition between phases accurately. For example, see the
recent work of van Emden et al. [35,36], who developed a numerical model of bubble formation in the
outlet flow of an elastohydrodynamically lubricated contact.

Another type of two-phase model are those based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
These problems do not necessarily rely on the Reynolds equation and as such cavitation is not
considered by the JFO conditions. Instead CFD solutions consider the transport of mass, momentum
and energy in both phases. Bruyere et al. [37] derived a CFD approach to thermal EHL problems that
employed a density variation to couple the liquid and vapour phases. Hartinger et al. [38] solved
CFD problems for EHL line contacts under shear-thinning and thermal conditions, which was further
developed by Hajishafiee et al. [39] to operate over a wider range of operating conditions and contact
pressures. In [38,39], the authors derive a solution to the EHL problem by solving the Navier–Stokes
and energy equations with elastic deformation, and subsequently consider cavitation by means of
a method developed by Kärrholm et al. [40] for isentropic phase change. CFD provides interest for
EHL problems due to the difference assumptions between such models and the Reynolds approach.
However, in comparison, the simplicity and accuracy of Reynolds-based models (with cavitation
treated using the JFO conditions) means that they remain of significant importance.

In the modelling of JFO cavitation boundary conditions, the authors either use Heaviside functions
in their derivations in order to determine the onset of cavitation and adapt the governing equations
accordingly; or adapt the solution procedure to force pressure to be positive and subsequently solve for
cavitation onset. The resulting formulations are continuous due to switching between liquid and vapour
phases and the corresponding mass-conservative descriptions of fluid transport. Since these models
rely on Heaviside functions or free boundaries to determine the onset of cavitation there is a penalty
associated with the numerical calculation of pressure. This is in addition to the complex mechanics
which describe EHL and overall leads to a series of mathematically stiff non-linear differential equations
which are challenging to solve. This research continues to be published in the field of cavitation
modelling in EHL, and as such authors are constantly trying to improve these methods. In the present
work we derive an alternative solution to the JFO conditions in EHL that does not rely on such
assumptions and instead obtains the onset of cavitation as part of the solution procedure.

This article formulates an arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) method [41] to model the JFO
cavitation boundary conditions in EHL. For this purpose, two frames of reference are defined:
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(i) a material (stationary) frame in which the governing equations are solved; and (ii) a spatial (moving)
frame in which the governing equations are derived. The ALE is used to relate the material and
spatial frames by implementing a moving component, this motion is determined based on the pressure
gradient calculated at the location where cavitation is onset. The liquid and vapour phases are modelled
using different governing equations and the solutions obtained are continuous and mass-conservative.
Schweizer [42] developed an ALE formulation for modelling cavitation in hydrodynamic lubrication
and applied the method to three-dimensional journal bearings under steady-state, linearly compressible
and isoviscous conditions. In this paper we derive a new method for investigating EHL in line contacts
based on similar principles, which additionally considers transients, arbitrary pressure–density and
arbitrary pressure–viscosity relationships. Authors have also developed ALE formulations for thin
film flow problems with moving boundaries, such as those found in the modelling of menisci [43]
and free surfaces [44]. The main advantage to the method introduced is the simplicity in which the
solution to pressure in both phases can be obtained, as calculated using a commercial software package.
The formulation does not rely on any switching and as such cavitation onset is determined without
the numerical sensitivity associated with modelling Heaviside functions or free boundary problems.
It can therefore been seen as an efficient and effective means of modelling the JFO boundary conditions
in EHL.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Theoretical Formulation

In this subsection the relevant theory applicable to EHL is outlined, subsequently the solution to
the JFO cavitation boundary conditions using an ALE formulation is derived.

2.1.1. Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication

In this article the EHL of a line contact is considered in which two cylindrical bodies with given
radii R1, R2 come into contact under fully-flooded conditions. The bodies rotate about their origins
along their line of symmetry and result in the surface velocities U1, U2 in the sliding direction x at
the contacting interface, as they come into contact pressure p is generated in the lubricant, which in
turn causes deformation of the bounding surfaces. This deformation is characterised by the elastic
properties of the solid materials: the Young’s moduli E1, E2 and Poisson ratios ν1,ν2. Subsequently the
surfaces become separated by a thin film of thickness h and in order to reach a load carrying capacity
w the contact separation h0 must be determined. As per convention the Hertzian contact pressure ph
and half-width b are used to non-dimensionalise the governing equations and from herein an overbar
notation is used for all variables. A nomenclature is provided in Appendix A.

An example sketch for the pressure and film thickness distributions in an EHL line contact are
shown in Figure 1. The domain is described in one-dimension by x and is separated into two distinct
regions Ω1 and Ω2, in Ω1 the lubricant is liquid and in Ω2 the lubricant is vapour. The domains are
bounded by the upstream xu, downstream xd and cavitation xc locations, see Equation (1).

Ω1 = { (x)| xd ≤ x ≤ xc} Ω2 = { (x)| xc ≤ x ≤ xu} (1)

In terms of hydrodynamics, the liquid phase is governed by the Reynolds equation and in the
vapour phase pressure is equal to the saturated vapour pressure; subject to the JFO cavitation boundary
conditions this provides a sufficient description for mass conservation in the fluid. For the liquid
phase Ω1 the non-dimensional Reynolds equation is written for pressure as according to Equations (2)
and (3):

∂

∂x

(
ε

∂p
∂x

)
=

∂
(
ρh
)

∂x
+

∂
(
ρh
)

∂t
(2)
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ε =
ρh

3

λη
λ =

12Umη0R2

phb3 (3)

where p is the pressure, h is the film thickness, t is time, ρ is the fluid density, η is the fluid viscosity,
η0 is the viscosity at ambient pressure, Um is the entrainment velocity and R the reduced contact
radius. In EHL it is known that the fluid density and viscosity vary strongly with pressure, in order
to demonstrate that any such relationship can be used in this method example relationships have
been selected. The pressure–density varies as according to Dowson and Higginson [45] and the
pressure–viscosity varies as according to Roelands [46]. See Equations (4) and (5) respectively:

ρ =
D0/ph + D1p

D0/ph + p
(4)

η = exp

(
ln
(
η0
ηr

)[(
1 +

php
pr

)Z
− 1

])
(5)

where D0, D1, pr,ηr and Z are material constants for a specific lubricant.
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Figure 1. Sketch of an example elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) solution for the pressure and
film thickness in a line contact.

The solution to Reynolds equation in Ω1 is obtained by specifying ambient pressure downstream
(Equation (6)) and the JFO cavitation boundary conditions at the cavitation location (Equations (7)):

p(xd) = 0 (6)

∂p
∂x

∣∣∣∣
xc

= 0 p(xc) = pc (7)

where pc is the saturated vapour pressure. This is known to be similar in magnitude to the ambient
pressure and very small compared to the contact pressure, therefore the condition of pc = 0 is
implemented such that pressure is always greater than zero in the liquid phase.

Pressure in Ω2 is determined by the saturated vapour pressure (Equations (8)) and is specified by
definition of the cavitation location xc:

p = pc (8)

However, knowing the location at which this pressure is reached cannot be determined prior
to the analysis and because of the coupling between Dirichlet and Neumann type constraints in
Equation (7), cavitation becomes a complex numerical problem to solve. It is for this reason that
cavitation algorithms and the universal cavitation equation were developed, in this article we derive
an ALE formulation for this purpose as outlined in Section 2.1.2.
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The film thickness is determined by considering Hertizan contact mechanics in order to describe
the elastic deformation of the bodies under load, see Equation (9):

h = h0 +
x2

2
− 1
π

xc∫
xd

p′ ln
∣∣x− x′

∣∣dx′ (9)

The minimum film thickness hmin represents the lowest value of h in the contacting region, it is of
note that this does not necessarily occur at the same location as xc. The last term of Equation (9)
represents elastic deformation of the bounding surfaces and is conventionally calculated using
a stiffness matrix. In which, at any location in the contact, the influence to deformation diminishes
with distance from the applied load and through superposition describes the convolution.

The load capacity is described by Equation (10) and is satisfied by varying the contact separation
h0, where Cw is the dynamic loading coefficient:

xc∫
xd

p dx = Cw
π

2
(10)

Additionally, since pc = 0, the integral functions of Equations (9) and (10) are truncated about
the cavitation location and represent integration on Ω1 alone, this is because there is no influence of
pressure from these functions in Ω2.

2.1.2. Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian Formulation

The JFO cavitation boundary conditions specify both Dirichlet (value-based) and Neumann
(gradient-based) type constraints for pressure at the cavitation location xc, therefore this location must
be identified as part of the solution procedure in order to meet the requirements for mass-conservation.
For this purpose an ALE formulation is derived in which the coordinate direction x is considered to be
part of a spatial (moving) frame of reference and the coordinate direction X is introduced in a material
(stationary) frame of reference. The spatial frame of reference is that in which the governing equations
are derived and the material frame of reference is that in which the equations are solved. The spatial
coordinates x become an additional variable which must be solved for along with those governing
EHL, all variables and functions are updated accordingly with respect to the material coordinates X.

For the ALE formulation the material frame of reference represents initial domains Ω1
′ and Ω2

′,
see Equation (11):

Ω1
′ =

{(
X
)∣∣ Xd ≤ X ≤ Xc

}
Ω2
′ =

{(
X
)∣∣ Xc ≤ X ≤ Xu

}
(11)

this moves by the mechanism as described subsequently to the spatial frame of reference (defined
in Equation (1)), resulting in Ω1 and Ω2, respectively. By application of the Winslow method [47]
a second order differential equation is used to define the rate of change of the spatial frame of reference
with respect to the material frame of reference (Equation (12)), from which the ALE gradient ψ is
subsequently used to specify motion (Equation (13)):

∂ψ

∂X
= 0 (12)

ψ =
∂x
∂X

(13)

Dirichlet constraints are applied to x at the upstream and downstream boundaries such that the
material and spatial coordinates represent the same values at these locations, see Equation (14):
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xd
(
Xd
)
= Xd xu

(
Xu
)
= Xu (14)

An initial estimate for the cavitation location in the material frame of reference Xc is specified,
subsequently to solve for xc the motion between the spatial and material frames of reference at this
location is defined based on Equation (15):

ψ
(
Xc
)
= ϕ

∂p
∂X

∣∣∣∣
Xc

(15)

This describes the ALE motion as being directly proportional to the pressure gradient in the
material frame of reference at the initial cavitation location, where ϕ is a positive constant. This is used
in combination with Dirichlet constraints for pressure in order to additionally satisfy the Neumann
constraint of the JFO cavitation boundary conditions, as described in the following.

In Ω1
′ the fluid flow remains governed by Reynolds equation where Equation (2) becomes

Equation (16) due to the conversion from spatial to material frames of reference. The solution for pressure
in the liquid phase is obtained by solving with Dirichlet boundary conditions (see Equation (17)):

1
ψ

∂

∂X

(
ε

ψ

∂p
∂X

)
=

1
ψ

∂
(
ρh
)

∂X
+

∂
(
ρh
)

∂t
(16)

p
(
Xd
)
= 0 p

(
Xc
)
= pc (17)

The combination of Equations (15) and (17) at the cavitation location in the material frame of
reference leads to the JFO cavitation boundary conditions of Equation (7). The mechanism by which
this works is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2. By implementing the Dirchlet condition for pressure
at Xc (Figure 2a), there will be a corresponding measurement of the pressure gradient at this location
∂p
∂X

∣∣∣
Xc

(Figure 2b). When this term is considered in the spatial frame of reference it is required to

be equal to zero (Equation (7)), a direct proportionality between the Neumann term ∂p
∂X

∣∣∣
Xc

and the

amount by which Xc must move to xc for this to be zero therefore exists, as described by Equation
(15). When both the Dirichlet condition for the pressure and the Neumann condition for the pressure
gradient are satisfied, the cavitation location will have moved exactly from Xc to xc and the JFO
cavitation boundary conditions of Equation (7) will be satisfied. Additionally the combination of
Dirichlet constraints from Equations (14) and (17) at the downstream location in the material frame of
reference ensures that the requirements of Equation (6) are satisfied in the spatial frame of reference.
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For the vapour phase in Ω2
′ pressure is modelled as a constant value equal to the saturated vapour

pressure pc. This is consistent with Equation (8) which is reformulated as a first-order differential
equation in the material frame of reference, see Equation (18):

1
ψ

∂p
∂X

= 0 (18)

The Dirichlet constraints applied at the cavitation location (Equation (17)) and at the upstream
location (Equation (14)) result in the required distribution in the spatial frame of reference.

The film thickness and load capacity are converted accordingly as per the conversion of the ALE,
this leads to Equations (19) and (20) for each of these terms respectively:

h = h0 +
x2

2
− 1
π

Xc∫
Xd

(ψp)′ ln
∣∣x− x′

∣∣dX′ (19)

Xc∫
Xd

ψp dX = Cw
π

2
(20)

These variables represent the spatial forms of Equations (9) and (10) in the material frame of
reference, in both of these integral functions a change of variable is used to combine pressure with the
ALE gradient. For elastic deformation the stiffness matrix now depends on the spatial coordinates and
thus as these change in the solution the corresponding influences must be found and superimposed to
assess the convolution.

It is important to note that the cavitation location moves proportionately between the frames of
reference with the pressure gradient at this location in order to satisfy the JFO boundary conditions.
This produces the definition of Ω1 and Ω2 from the initial Ω1

′ and Ω2
′. Additionally because the

upstream and downstream locations remain stationary and the rate of change of the ALE motion is
linear (Equation (12)), the remainder of these domains are scaled proportionately with the motion of the
cavitation location. Additionally, using the ALE formulation the derivative of density with time is not
ignored in Equation (16), which is often the case in mathematical models for hydrodynamic cavitation.

2.2. Numerical Method

This section is a description of the numerical methods used in the solution procedure for the ALE
formulation derived in Section 2.1.

Solutions to the EHL problem including the ALE formulation were set up and solved using the
computer software COMSOL Multiphysics [48]. This software uses the FE method to discretise the
governing equations in the domain of interest and a multigrid solver to compute solutions. For this
purpose the equations and boundary conditions for p, x, and h0 had to be programmed and initial
estimates for each of these variables specified. Two types of analysis were conducted in order to
obtain steady-state and transient solutions. For the steady-state solution the last term of Equation (16)
known as the squeeze term is set to zero and the solutions obtained represent a steady-state. Transient
solutions use the steady-state solutions as initial estimates and solve with respect to time to produce
the response including squeeze and dynamic loading.

2.2.1. Steady-State Solution Procedure

In the steady-state case the initial pressure distribution was taken as the Hertz pressure (Equation (21)):

p =

{ √
1− X2 −1 ≤ X ≤ 1

0 X< −1, X >1
(21)
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the initial spatial coordinates were set to the material coordinates x = X and the initial separation was
selected as h0 = −0.5. The computational domain was set up using specified values of the upstream
and downstream locations Xu = 2 and Xd = −4, respectively. These were chosen to represent locations
far enough from the centre of the contact region such that the boundary conditions implemented do
not affect the results upstream and that the full contact region was described. The initial estimate for
the cavitation location was given as Xc = 1 and from this the liquid and vapour phases of the domain
were identified. The values of all model constants and operating parameters are given in Table 1,
these have been used to demonstrate an example of the solutions which can be generated using the
method outlined. For this example simulation the non-dimensional parameters which describe the
problem (see Appendix A) are: G = 4865, U = 4.55× 10−11, W = 1.82× 10−4; or for the selected
piezoviscous parameters (see Table 1) is the same as L = 15.0 and M = 19.1.

Table 1. Model constants and operating parameters.

Parameter Value [Units]

b 1.076 [mm]
D0, D1 0.59 [GPa], 1.34
E1, E2 200 [GPa]
pc 0 [Pa]
ph 1.183 [GPa]
pr 0.196 [GPa]
R1, R2 100 [mm]
U1, U2 1, 0 [m/s]
w0 2 [MN/m]
Z 0.4486
η0 1 [Pa·s]
ηr 6.31 × 10−5 [Pa·s]
ν1,ν2 0.3
ρ0 850 [kg/m3]
ϕ 103

For the solution of p the relevant equations were specified in the liquid and vapour phases, namely
Equations (16) and (20), respectively. For the solution of x, Equations (12) and (13) were solved in both
domains. The boundary conditions for p and x were specified as according to Equations (14), (15) and
(17) as described previously, additionally Equations (19) and (20) were solved on both domains in order
to calculate the solution. To determine the stiffness matrix the influences are assessed at each location
by implementing the principle of virtual work to produce the response under a unit pressure, these are
then superimposed at all locations to form the full matrix. As the spatial coordinates are changed in
the solution procedure the unit influences are updated accordingly. The ALE constant ϕ was specified
by determining a value large enough to induce motion but without over constraining the problem,
the sensitivity of which depends on the magnitude of the pressure gradient in the region leading up
to the cavitation location. To meet the required steady-state load capacity w0, a monotonic increase
in load with reducing contact separation h0 is known to exist [3] and the load balance is achieved by
varying h0 with the solution time until Equation (20) is satisfied. In the steady-state case, Cw = 1
because there is no variation in the load with the time period in which the solution is calculated.

Each of the domains were discretised with evenly-spaced second-order finite elements. For the
multigrid solver employed by COMSOL Multiphysics, a geometrical hierarchy of four levels were
specified. For the most refined level, 450 and 50 elements were used in discretising the liquid and
vapour domains respectively, and a mesh coarsening factor of two was subsequently applied to define
the remaining levels (rounding up to an integer where necessary). This mesh definition was found
significant enough to not cause any further deviation in the results, with less than 1% error in the
minimum film thickness observed when solving with more elements than this. For the multigrid
solver an F-cycle was chosen along with the PARDISO algorithm to compute the solutions [49].
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The steady-state simulation was calculated using a personal computer with a four-core 3.3 GHz Intel
Xeon processor and took 3 min 25 s to compute.

2.2.2. Transient Solution Procedure

For the transient case all conditions and equations were set up in accordance with Section 2.2.1,
except that the squeeze term of Equation (16) was additionally included and a dynamic loading
condition applied. The initial estimates were determined from the solution obtained for a steady-state
and the initial dynamic load was ensured to be w0 at zero time. The variation of load with time was
specified by Equation (22):

Cw = 1 + ζ sin
(

2πt
tf

)
(22)

in order to demonstrate a periodic loading profile, where tf is the period of oscillation and ζ is the
dynamic load variation. Values of the dynamic loading parameters used for an example calculation
are given in Table 2, which gives a 50% load variation at an oscillating frequency of 100 Hz.

Table 2. Dynamic loading parameters.

Parameter Value [Units]

tf 0.01 [s]
ζ 0.5

The simulation was setup to solve for five periods of oscillation 0 ≤ t ≤ 5tf, using the same
computational discretisation as described in Section 2.2.1; it was subsequently found that for the most
refined mesh level 900 and 100 elements were respectively required in the liquid and vapour domains
in order to produce independent results. The load balance (Equation (20)) was calculated using the
monotonic variation of load with separation as implemented in the steady-state case, except that
time now represents a real solution and as such the period in which the load balance converges was
specified to be orders of magnitude smaller than the period in which the load varies as according to
Equation (22). The transient simulation was calculated using the same resources and multigrid solver
as described in Section 2.2.1, which took 77 min 18 s to compute.

2.3. Investigation of the Minimum Film Thickness

Based on steady-state EHL solutions many authors have derived curve fit equations for the
minimum film thickness hmin in line contacts and from which we aim to evaluate the results generated
by the ALE formulation. Dowson and Higginson [9] were the first to obtain such an expression, this was
based on the forward iterative method and considered an incompressible and linear piezoviscous
lubricant. This curve fit was developed by Hamrock and Jacobson [50] and Pan and Hamrock [51]
who included more representative lubricant behaviour such as the effect of compressibility and
Roeland’s viscosity. Later Lubrecht et al. [52] derived a solution based on the multilevel methods
and Moe’s non-dimensional parameters. This was further developed by Venner [10] who derived
an expression that is considered the best approximation for calculating the minimum film thickness in
a line contact to date. It is of note that, despite the differences in model assumptions, the solutions
obtained by Dowson and Higginson [9] are widely used because of the accuracy of the solution
when comparing to the modern alternatives [53]. All minimum film thickness equations and the
corresponding non-dimensional methods can be found in Appendix B.

2.4. Comparison of the ALE Formulation with the Heaviside Approach

Results of the Elrod model [14] were used to compare with results produced by the ALE
formulation in order to analyse the effectiveness and efficiency of the new method. This was
conducted under steady-state conditions for which the lubricant was considered isoviscous and
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linearly compressible. For this purpose the model operating parameters were maintained from Table 1
(at ambient conditions where applicable), with the lubricant bulk modulus specified as β = 500 MPa
and cavitation pressure set to zero gauge. The separation was maintained at h0 = 1 and the conditions
for load balance were not applied, corresponding to this the initial pressure distribution was set
to zero in the contact. These simplifications allowed the models to be compared under the same
operating conditions and computational resources. The Heaviside approach to cavitation can readily
be programmed in COMSOL Multiphysics with the derivation and corresponding equations given
in Elrod [14]. Within the software the same mesh generation and solution procedure as for the ALE
formulation were employed to produce solutions.

3. Results

Results are presented and discussed in this section, demonstrating example solutions obtained
using the ALE formulation for cavitation boundary conditions in EHL. The data presented in this
section was obtained by using the computer software Matlab [54] to initialise and control the
simulations as described in Section 2.2.

3.1. Steady-State Simulations

Pressure and film thickness distributions for the steady-state EHL solution are shown in Figure 3,
both are shown in the spatial frame of reference which was also calculated as part of the solution
procedure. The pressure increased from zero downstream up to the Hertz pressure p = 1 in the
centre of the contact, subsequently it reduced then suddenly increased, forming a pressure spike
before reducing to zero at the cavitation location from where it remained constant toward upstream.
Corresponding to this, the film thickness reduced from downstream toward an almost constant value
in the centre of the contact h = 0.101, then toward the cavitation location a minimum film thickness
was reached before it increased towards upstream. These distributions are the expected shape and
magnitude of an EHL solution under the conditions imposed and therefore indicates that the ALE
formulation is capable of accurately modelling such phenomena.
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The solution to the JFO cavitation boundary conditions is given in Figure 4 for the steady-state
EHL solution, where both the pressure and pressure gradient tend towards zero at the cavitation
location. These are presented in the spatial frame of reference, which moves from the material frame of
reference in order to accommodate both the Dirichlet and Neumann constraints imposed for pressure
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to describe cavitation. The amount by which the cavitation location moves is shown in Figure 5, as is
the value of xc = 1.096 for the problem solved. Figure 5 also demonstrates how the spatial frame is
scaled in reference to the material frame to facilitate motion, where the cavitation location moves by
the exact amount which reduces the pressure gradient to zero, and the remainder of the domain is
moved proportionally such that the upstream and downstream locations are stationary.
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3.2. Transient Simulations

Results generated from the transient simulations showed that the response settled to be periodic
with time after the first two complete oscillations. Data obtained over the first three of the five time
periods defined in total were therefore been presented. Pressure distributions are given in Figure 6
at time steps t/tf = 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3 for the transient EHL solution, corresponding to this the film
thickness distributions are shown in Figure 7. These results indicate the expected response in which
an increase in load leads to an increase in pressure and a reduction in film thickness. The pressure in
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the centre of the contact is increased to 1.33 times and reduced to 0.58 times the initial Hertz pressure
when the load is at a maximum and a minimum, respectively. Film thickness is reduced to 0.031
and increased to 0.171 in the centre of the contact at these instances. There are significant differences
between the pressure and film thickness distributions given at times t/tf = 2.5, 3 where the load is
instantaneously the same. This represents the effect of squeeze in the transient EHL response in which
solutions deviate from the steady-state solution and the load-carrying capacity of the contact becomes
strongly linked to the rate of change of the film thickness with time.
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This deviation of the response over time is further demonstrated in Figures 8 and 9,
which show that the loading parameter is exactly periodic with time, whereas the cavitation location,
contact separation and minimum film thickness are periodic, but demonstrate anisotropy over a single
period. As the load is increased and decreased, the size of the contacting region is also increased and
decreased, this causes the cavitation location to move correspondingly as shown by Figure 8. The ALE
formulation determines this location with respect to time and implements the required boundary
conditions subject to the transient EHL response. Figure 9 shows that the contact separation decreases
as the load increases and increases as the load decreases, as was expected. However the minimum film
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thickness does not follow this trend, instead there are multiple peaks and troughs in the response over
a single period. This corresponds to the location of the minimum film thickness being in transition
from the near inlet/outlet region to the centre of the contact. This is demonstrated in Figure 7, where at
each instance the minimum film thickness is shown to be in motion along the length of the contact.
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3.3. Analysis of the Minimum Film Thickness

In order to evaluate the ALE formulation, steady-state results were generated over a range of
representative operating conditions and compared to equations for the minimum film thickness
hmin established in the literature. For this purpose the piezoviscous parameters were set to
α = 1.7× 10−8 Pa−1 and Z = 0.69 respectively. All other parameters we adjusted accordingly or
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kept the same as those outlined in Table 1 for the steady-state solution procedure. Subsequently the
Moe’s non-dimensional load parameter M (see Appendix A) was varied over an appropriate range
of 10, 20 and 50 for a fixed Moe’s materials parameter L = 10. These results were then collated in
Table 3 for each of the minimum film thickness formulas (see Appendix B) and directly from the ALE
method. Note that to account for the different non-dimensionalisation schemes the values were scaled
accordingly to match those presented in the rest of the article.

Table 3. Minimum film thickness calculations.

Method
hmin

M = 10, L = 10 M = 20, L = 10 M = 50, L = 10

Dowson and Higginson [9] 1.624× 10−1 7.443× 10−2 2.643× 10−2

Hamrock and Jacobson [50] 1.577× 10−1 7.325× 10−2 2.649× 10−2

Pan and Hamrock [51] 1.519× 10−1 6.969× 10−2 2.479× 10−2

Lubrecht et al. [52] 1.702× 10−1 7.796× 10−2 2.768× 10−2

Venner [10] 1.580× 10−1 7.338× 10−2 2.648× 10−2

ALE formulation 1.576× 10−1 7.240× 10−2 2.579× 10−2

The data presented in Table 3 show that the ALE formulation accurately describes the minimum
film thickness hmin when compared to the established literature on the subject. The ALE result was
shown to be less than 5% from any of the curve fit equations within the range of parameters considered.
The ALE formulation therefore is an accurate method for determining the minimum film thickness
and subsequently this validates the pressure distributions and other predictions which can be made
from the solutions generated. It should be noted that the ALE formulation is limited by the load
parameter M, for high values of which the problem becomes mathematically stiff and the series of
equations is much harder to solve computationally. The multilevel method [10–12] was developed to
study this effect and is the preferred approach for highly-loaded EHL problems. However, the ALE
formulation can readily be used within a reasonable range of the non-dimensional parameters to solve
EHL problems with a high level of accuracy. This is achieved without the computational expense
associated with the numerical modelling of cavitation.

3.4. Analysis of the ALE Formulation and Heaviside Approach

In order to compare the effectiveness of the ALE formulation to that of the Heaviside approach,
simulations were undertaken using both methods over a varying number of elements n up to
a maximum N. These simulations were initialised based on the method outlined in Section 2.4.
The minimum film thickness reached in each of these simulations was recorded and the ratio of these
values determined as a function of the number of elements, where hmin,n is the minimum film thickness
at any given number of elements and hmin,N is the minimum film thickness for the maximum number
of elements. Figure 10 presents these trends for both type of approaches, in which it is shown that the
convergence of the ALE formulation is better than that of the Heaviside approach. That is where the
ratio tends to unity faster for the ALE than compared to the Heaviside, it is also demonstrated that
a change of less than 1% is measured at n = 1000 for the ALE whereas for the Heaviside n = 5000
to achieve the same performance. Additionally, in both cases the resulting values of hmin,N were
calculated to within 1.34% of each other demonstrating that the results produced by both methods
were similar.
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Figure 10. Effect of the number of elements on the ratio of minimum film thickness for the arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) and Heaviside formulations.

Figure 11 presents the ratio of the time to compute using the ALE tc,ALE to that of the Heaviside
approach tc,Heaviside versus the number of elements used in the simulations n. The value of the ratio
is less than unity in call cases considered, which shows that the solutions obtained from the ALE
formulation were always calculated faster than the corresponding results based on the Heaviside
approach. This clearly demonstrates the efficiency in using the ALE formulation and is the same
conclusion as that of Schweizer [42], who noted similar trends when undertaking such a comparison.
Interestingly as the number of nodes is increased past n = 1000 the efficiency of the ALE formulation
begins to diminish comparatively to that of the Heaviside approach. The ALE method has many more
degrees of freedom than the same problem defined using Elrod’s model and therefore scales less well
as the number of elements increases. For reference at n = 1000: tc,ALE = 13.7 s and tc,Heaviside = 26.3 s;
at n = 10, 000: tc,ALE = 156.1 s and tc,Heaviside = 260.2 s.
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4. Discussion

In this article a new alternative method for modelling cavitation in EHL is presented. This derives
an ALE formulation to solve the EHL governing equations in a material frame of reference, which was
subsequently moved to a spatial frame of reference where the solution was required. This allowed
the JFO cavitation boundary conditions to be implemented such that the cavitation location formed
the boundary between the liquid and vapour phases. This location moved proportionately with the
error in the Neumann constraint for pressure when determined in the material frame of reference and
the Dirichlet constraint was imposed for the liquid phase. The spatial coordinates were additionally
solved for, along with those governing fluid flow and load capacity.

Numerical methods were developed and results presented under both steady-state and transient
operating conditions, with the distributions of pressure and film thickness exhibiting the shape and
magnitude expected from such analyses. For the steady-state simulations, the implementation of the
cavitation boundary condition was explored in more detail, and demonstrated how the material
coordinates was moved to the spatial coordinates in order to solve for the onset of cavitation.
Transient simulations showed how cavitation was modelled with respect to time. Results indicated
the effect of squeeze in the response in which there was some deviation from exact periodicity in
the cavitation location, contact separation and minimum film thickness under the dynamic loading
imposed. Minimum film thickness calculations demonstrated that the ALE formulation accurately
describes the EHL response established in the literature [9,10,50–52] to within 5% of the predicted
values. It was also presented under hydrodynamic conditions that the ALE formulation has better
numerical converge and computes in less time than comparative problems solved using the Elrod
(Heaviside) approach.

The approach as presented is applicable to lubricants with arbitrary pressure–density and
pressure–viscosity relationships; it is a future requirement to include the effect of shear-thinning
(non-Newtonian) fluids by reformulating the ALE in application to the generalised Reynolds equation
which is used to accurately describe these types of fluid flows. The ALE formulation will also be
used to examine problems with a third dimension such as point contacts, which has been investigated
by Schweizer [42] under hydrodynamic conditions. The EHL governing equations will be adapted
accordingly and the cavitation location will become a cavitation front representing the transition
between phases over the contact area. Experimental validation of results generated using the ALE
formulation will then be readily achievable and comparisons can be made under matched operating
conditions to those considering three-dimensional transient EHL problems in the literature.

Other cavitation-related phenomena such as film reformation, sub-ambient pressures and lower
pressure environments (such as those observed in pad bearings and seals where contact pressures
are of the order ~10 MPa) will also be formulated into problems which can be solved using an ALE
approach. This fundamental work will subsequently allow more complex and irregular geometries
to be explored where multiple cavitation locations may be present. Further research will then be
needed to explore whether it is a priori that the number of these sites is known, as this is a challenge to
modelling cavitation in such problems. The method derived will therefore assist in developing models
which describe EHL by including a straightforward means of modelling cavitation.

Results presented were calculated using commercially available software in which the ALE
formulation was programmed, this demonstrates that the method can be readily used to solve the
difficult numerical problem of EHL using standard practices and commonplace mathematical tools.
By removing the complexity of modelling Heaviside or free boundaries, which are usually associated
with cavitation [10,14], the equations are less complex to solve and can be calculated without the same
numerical requirements. This can be seen as one of the main advantages to using the ALE formulation
for EHL, in which solutions to the problem can be obtained to a high degree of accuracy with relative
simplicity. Much in the same way that Elrod’s model [14] was established to universally describe
cavitation in the fluid and reduce the numerical complexity in modelling the problem.
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5. Conclusions

As demonstrated in this article, the ALE formulation for modelling the JFO cavitation boundary
conditions in EHL is an effective and straightforward means of implementing such constraints.
The approach differs from those currently used for modelling cavitation which either employ
a universal equation for describing fluid flow in both the liquid and vapour phases together, or change
the solution procedure to ensure a positive pressure. Such approaches rely on Heaviside functions or
free boundaries to determine the transition between phases which occurs at the onset of cavitation and
as such are subject to additional numerical challenges in addition to those which describe the complex
mechanics of EHL. The ALE approach does not require such conditions because the location at which
cavitation onset occurs is solved for as part of the solution procedure. The method is a straightforward
and accurate means of modelling the JFO conditions in EHL and can therefore been seen as a novel
and useful means for the complex issue of numerically solving cavitation problems in lubrication.
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Appendix A

This appendix contains a nomenclature of all variables introduced and any corresponding
non-dimensionalisation considered in the article.

b =
√

8w0R
πE Hertzian contact half-width (m)

Cw = w
w0

Dynamic loading coefficient
D0, D1 Dowson-Higginson compressibility constants (Pa,1)

2
E =

1−ν2
1

E1
+

1−ν2
2

E2
Reduced Young’s modulus (Pa)

E1, E2 Young’s moduli of the contacting bodies (Pa)
G = αE Material parameter

h, h0 Film thickness, contact separation (m)

h, h0, hmin = (h,h0,hmin)R
b2 Non-dimensional film thickness, contact separation, and minimum film thickness

hmin = min
x

(h) Minimum film thickness

L = W(2U)−1/2 Moe’s load parameter
M = G(2U)1/4 Moe’s material parameter

n, N Number of elements, maximum number of elements
p, pc Fluid pressure, saturated vapour pressure (Pa)

p, pc =
p,pc
ph

Non-dimensional pressure and saturated vapour pressure
ph = 2w0

πb Hertzian contact pressure (Pa)
pr Roeland’s reference pressure (Pa)

1
R = 1

R1
+ 1

R2
Reduced contact radius (m)

R1, R2 Radii of the contacting bodies (m)
t, tf Time, oscillating time period (s)
tc Time to compute (s)

t, tf =
(t,tf)Um

b Non-dimensional time and oscillating time period
Um = U1+U2

2 Entrainment velocity (m/s)
U1, U2 Surface velocity of the contacting bodies (m/s)

U = η0Um
ER Speed parameter

w, w0 Load per unit length, transient and steady-state (N/m)
W = w0

ER Load parameter
X, x Coordinate direction, material and spatial frames of reference (m)

Xx = X,x
b Non-dimensional coordinate directions, material and spatial frames of reference
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Z Pressure-viscosity coefficient

α = Z
pr

ln
(
η0
ηr

)
Pressure-viscosity parameter (Pa−1)

β = 1
ρ

∂ρ
∂p Compressibility (Pa−1)

ε = ρh
3

λη
Non-dimensional scaling variable

ζ Dynamic load variation

η = η0 exp
(

ln
(
η0
ηr

)[(
1 + p

pr

)Z
− 1
])

Roelands fluid viscosity (Pa·s)

η = η
η0

Non-dimensional viscosity
η0 Viscosity at ambient pressure (Pa·s)
ηr Roeland’s reference viscosity (Pa·s)

λ = 12Umη0R2

phb3 Non-dimensional scaling parameter

ν1,ν2 Poisson’s ratios of the contacting bodies
ρ = ρ0

D0+D1p
D0+p Dowson-Higginson fluid density (kg/m3)

ρ = ρ
ρ0

Non-dimensional density
ρ0 Density at ambient pressure (kg/m3)
ϕ ALE constant

ψ = ∂x
∂X ALE derivative

Ω1, Ω2 Liquid and vapour domains, spatial frame of reference
Ω1
′, Ω2

′ Liquid and vapour domains, material frame of reference

Appendix B

This appendix contains minimum film thickness equations (Equations (A1) and (A10)) for
EHL line contacts which are used to compare against the ALE formulation. Also included is
additional information relating to the non-dimensionalisation associated with these analyses. Note that
Equation (A3) is quoted with a multiplier of 1.174 in the original publication and has been changed to
produce representative results [10,51].

Dowson and Higginson [9]:

hmin

R
= 1.60G0.6U0.7W−0.13 (A1)

Hamrock and Jacobson [50]:

hmin

R
= 3.07G0.57U0.71W−0.11 (A2)

Pan and Hamrock [51]:
hmin

R
= 1.714G0.568U0.694W−0.128 (A3)

Lubrecht et al. [52]:

hmin

R
(2U)−1/2 = [{(0.99M−1/8L3/4)

r
+ (2.05M−1/5)

r}
s/r

+ (2.45M−1)
s
]
1/s

(A4)

r = exp{1− 4/(L + 5)} (A5)

s = 4− exp(−L/2)− exp(−2/M) (A6)

Venner [10]:

hmin

R
(2U)−1/2 = [{(0.99M−1/8L3/4t)

r
+ (2.05M−1/5)

r}
s/r

+ (2.45M−1)
s
]
1/s

(A7)

r = exp{1− 3/(L + 4)} (A8)

s = 3− exp{−1/(2M)} (A9)

t = 1− exp (−3.5M1/8L−1/4) (A10)
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